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Laser Pointers as a Threat to Aviation Safety:
The Problem, Current Policies, and Proposed Solutions
Lukas Moffett*
INTRODUCTION

Laser pointers, while useful when highlighting information
in a PowerPoint presentation or drawing the viewers' attention to
a particular spot on a chalkboard, can be dangerous-especially
when aimed at an aircraft. The act of aiming a laser pointer at an
in-flight aircraft is called "lasering." Unauthorized lasering is
illegal, but it is difficult to locate and apprehend perpetrators.
There has been a sharp increase in reported lasering incidents over
the last few years.1
More specifically, reports of lasers illuminating airplane
cockpits increased at an alarming rate.2 In response, Congress and
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) passed laws and
3
regulations that criminalizes such conduct. These prohibitions
4
have not, however, managed to decrease the activity.
Pilots of laser-illuminated aircraft report sobering reactions
to lasering ranging from distractions while flying, to eye pain, and
temporary loss of vision.5 Even subtle distractions, or minor loss of
vision while a pilot is operating an aircraft, especially during takeoff and landing, could be catastrophic. 6 To date, there have been no
crashes linked to lasering, but the potential for an accident is
conceivable when pilots are hindered from performing their

* Texas A&M University Commerce, B.S. General Studies 2015. Southern Methodist University Dedman School of Law 2019. Associate at Hunton Andrews Kurth, LLP.
1 Patrick Murphy & Captain Daniel Hewett, FDA's ProposedChange to the Regulation of Laser Pointers, IN'L LASER DISPLAY ASS'N, fig. 2, http://www.laserpointersafety.com/resources/FDA-CDRH-TEPRSSC/2017-ILSC-FDA-Proposed-ChangeLaser-Pointers-v07.pdf [http://perma.cclHA4V-5FTQ].
2

/d

and Reform Act of 2012, H.R. 658, 112th Cong., SEC. 311,
39A (2012).
4
Murphy & Hewett, supra note 1.

3 FAA Modernization

5 FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,

No. 17-2021, LASER HAZARDS IN NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE,

FAA, https://www.faa.gov/pilots/safety/pilotsafetybrochures/mediallaser-hazards.pdf
inafter FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE] [http://perma.cc/WLS3-K4L81.
6

§

[here-

See FED. AVIATION ADMIN., ADVISORY CIRCULAR No. 70-2A, REPORTING OF LAOF AIRCRAFT 1 (2013), [hereinafter FAA, LASER ILLUMINATIONI

SER ILLUMINATION

https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Advisory-Circular/AC_70[https://perma.cc/FU4X-GEKZ].

2
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duties. 7 Notwithstanding an absence of fatalities, lasering is
responsible for forcing pilots to abort landings, thereby creating
delays that are unwelcome in the aviation industry.8
In addition, when an airplane is illuminated by a laser, it is
standard procedure for pilots to alert Air Traffic Control (ATC) and
for ATC to then broadcast warnings to other pilots in the area.9
This takes up valuable communications bandwidth, burdening the
system, and potentially leading to miscommunications or airplane
mishaps.1 0 As such, this Article analyzes the ever-growing issue of
lasering and offers a solution that relies on technology and FAA
requirements working in unison with current legislation. The
system-from
ATC
communications
to
pilot reporting
procedures-is stressed every time a cockpit is illuminated by a
laser. Further, pilots report many different adverse reactions to
lasering.
Even if there are not yet any accidents linked to lasering,
the increased cost of time and money spent dealing with lasering
incidents to prevent potentially devastating accidents outweighs
the social utility of allowing a few knuckleheads a bit of
entertainment. Unfortunately, it appears that existing legislation
has done little to solve the lasering epidemic because reporting
incidents of lasering are on the rise. However, there are at least
two pieces of technology that would protect pilots from lasering:
the first is protective eye-wear, the second (and more appropriate
option) is a protective film that can be placed on cockpit windows;
both options serve to filter out harmful laser light. 11
I. BACKGROUND

Albert Einstein developed the initial concept of the laser,
though the first person to use the word "laser" was Gordon Gould

7 See FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5.
8 Id.
9 FAA, LASER ILLUMINATION, supra note 6, at 2-3.
10 Id. at 3.
" See Laser Reflection Glasses, IRIDIAN, [hereinafter Laser Reflection Glasses]
https://www.iridian.ca/specialty-filters/laser-reflection-glasses/
[http://perma.cc/WD2P2JMG]; see also Our Engineers Develop Novel Technology to ProtectPilots from LaserAttacks, BAE SYs. (Sept. 12, 2017) [hereinafter Novel Technology], https://www.baesystems.com/en/article/bae-systems-engineers-develop-novel-technology-to-protect-pilotsfrom-the-dangers-of-laser-attacks [http://perma.cc/B5FV-8CJVI.
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in 1977.12 The term "laser" is an acronym for "light amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation." 13 Lasers used as
demonstrative aids are referred to as "demonstration laser
products," which are statutorily defined as "any laser product
manufactured, designed, intended, or promoted for purposes of
demonstration, entertainment, advertising display, or artistic
composition."1 4 Additionally, lasers have many other uses,
including medical lasers used to assist with surgery, lasers used
for entertainment in laser light shows and concerts, lasers used to
cut and form metal, and lasers used to read and write information
onto CDs and DVDs.' 5
A. The ClassificationofLasers
Laser pointers are statutorily defined as "any device
designed or used to amplify electromagnetic radiation by
stimulated emission that emits a beam designed to be used by the
operator as a pointeror highlighter to indicate, mark, or identify a
6 The International
specific position, place, item, or object."'
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) categorizes all lasers,
including laser pointers, into the following applicable classes: 1, 2,
3A, 3B, and 4.17
The IEC has different labeling requirements for the
different classes of lasers.' 8 Class 1 lasers require only a small
radiation warning and an order to not view the laser directly "with
optical instruments," while Class 4 lasers require a much sterner

12 Scott Schwertly, The History of the Laser Pointer, ETHOS3 (May 7, 2014),
[http://perma.cc/392Shttps://www.ethos3.com/2014/05/the-history-of-the-laser-pointer/
9TPM].
13 Health Risks From the Use of Laser Pointers, Fact Sheet No. 202, WORLD
HEALTH ORG. (July 1998), https://www.who.int/uv/resources/fact/fs202laserpointers.pdf
[http://perma.cc/PK3G-FS5U; INT'L CvIL AvIATION ASSOc. [ICAO] & REG'L AVIATION
SAFETY GRP. - MIDDLE E., No. RASG-MID/MIDRAST/RGS/SEI/06, LASER ATTACKS
SAFETY GUIDELINES, at 5 (2017) [hereinafter RASG-MI, https://www.icao.intMID/Documents/2017/RASG-MID6/WP%2011%20-%2ORunway%2OSafety.pdf
[http://perma.cclNVS3-ZL5H].
14 21 C.F.R. § 1040.10(b)(13).
15
Harry
Stine,
Uses
of
Lasers,
http://ffden2.phys.uafedul212_fall2003.web.dir/JamesBecwar/uses/
{http://perma.cc/4PM6-9Y4N].
16 18 U.S.C.A. § 39A(b) (West 2012) (emphasis added).
17 See INT'L ELECTROTECHNICAL COMM'N [EC], InternationalStandard28-29,
60825-1 (August 2001); see also WORLD HEALTH ORG., supra note 13, at 2.
18

See INT'L ELECTROTECHNICAL COMM'N, supra note 17, at 27-28.
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warning: "Class 4 laser radiation[,] when open avoid eye or skin
exposure to direct or scattered radiation."19 These labeling
requirements are merely that-labeling requirements. Classes 1
through 4 are available to anyone with internet access and the
means to purchase them. 20 To make matters worse, manufacturers
have been known to misclassify the lasers they produce, many
times categorizing Class 3B lasers under Class 2.21 The World
Health Organization ("WHO") considers the use of the lower
classes of lasers as demonstrative aids "justified," while the use of
Class 3B lasers is "justified" only in "the workplace where the user
has received adequate training." 22 That is merely a preference of
the WHO, and no other administrative agency or legislative body
in the United States has actually prohibited or even restricted the
abundant availability of any class of laser in a meaningful way. 2 3
B. The Dangerous Uses ofLasers
While the acquisition of laser pointers is largely
unregulated, certain uses of laser pointers are prohibited. For
example, in Maine it is a criminal offense to point a laser at a
person while the laser pointer is engaged if the laser beam causes
bodily injury or even mere annoyance. 24 Similarly, in Utah it is a
criminal offense to aim a laser pointer at a moving motor vehicle
or any occupant of the motor vehicle. 25 For a final example, in

19 Id. at 25-26.

See, e.g., LaserProducts& Instruments, FOOD& DRUG ADMIN. (Aug. 16, 2017),
https://www.fda.gov/Radiation-EmittingProducts/RadiationEmittingProductsandProcedures/HomeBusinessandEntertainment/LaserProductsandlnstruments/default.htm
[https://perma.cc/52VR-TV831 (listing Class 1 lasers as those used in CD and DVD players
and Class 2 lasers as those used in bar code scanners, both readily available online); Class
3R Laser Pointers, BURNINGLASERPOINTER, https://burninglaserpointer.com/class-3r-lasers [https://perma.cc/3GXQ-ZHV3] (advertising multiple Class 3R lasers for less than
$30.00, most for less than $10.00); BEAMQ, http://www.beamq.com/class-iiib-green-laserpointer-p-78.html
(advertising
Class
3B
lasers
for
less
than
$100.00)
[https://perma.cc/4K4T-J6P5];Class lVLaserPointerBrieflntroduction,EVERYONETOBUY,
http://www.everyonetobuy.com/high-quality-class-4-laser-pointer.
[https://perma.cc/4RCB4ZKC] (advertising multiple Class 4 lasers, most for less than $200.00); see also, Murphy
Hewett, supra note 1, (prohibiting Class 3B lasers from being advertised as "laser pointers,"
however, they still function as laser pointers).
21 See WORLD HEALTH ORG., supra note 13, at 3.
2 Id.
&

2

23 Id.

ME. STAT. TIT. 17-A, § 1002-A(1)(A), (C) (2019).
- UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-10-2501(2)(a) (LexisNexis 2018).

2
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26
Arizona it is a criminal offense to point a laser at a peace officer.
Even though those certain uses of laser pointers are prohibited, it
is possible that there will not be any restrictions on the procuring
of lasers by those in the United States any time soon-even Class
4 lasers. 27 As such, those fearful of falling victim to the potentially
blinding blast of a laser pointer may have to seek protection
elsewhere.
One class of individual is particularly vulnerable to the
intrusive beam of the laser pointer: pilots. Laser pointers "shot"
into the sky-which might not appear to "shoot" very far to
potential users-can travel far distances because of the
28
Lasers require reflective
atmospheric makeup of our planet.
materials in order to be seen (dust, smoke, etc.).29 Above an
imaginary line known as the Planetary Boundary Layer, these
reflective materials clear out and leave cleaner, thinner air
30
incapable of reflecting the beam of a laser. This creates an optical
illusion where the laser beam appears to end at the Planetary
Boundary Layer, but in actuality, the beam of the laser extends far
beyond this point.3 1 Because of this illusion, people who point
lasers into the sky thinking the beam from their laser pointer could
32
not reach the cockpit of an in-flight airplane are quite mistaken.
In fact, an experiment conducted using a Class 1 laser pointer
revealed that the beam of light emitted from it was visible with the
33
If low-power laser
naked eye more than twelve miles away.
pointers can transmit light over such vast distances, it is little
surprise that laser pointers can and do reach the cockpits of
airplanes during take-off and landing-the most critical stages of

ARIz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13-1213(A) (2018).
But see US UPDATED -FDA Wants to Allow Only Red LaserPointers, Gaffing
All Other Colors 'Defective' LASERPOINTERSAFETY.COM (Oct. 26, 2016) [hereinafter US
UPDATED], http://www.laserpointersafety.com/news/news/other[https://perma.cc/F97Wnews files/c3463b49a6a9232c8dab8615df027ba2-514.php#on
GSP21 (discussing an FDA proposal which may give the FDA more control over lasers that
do not emit red light).
28 See Why Laser Beams Outdoors Seem to End, LASERPOINTERSAFETY.COM,
http://www.laserpointersafety.com/aviationfacts/whybeamsseemtoend.html
[https://perma.cc/FSL4-FBL2].
2 Id.
2

27

30 Id.
31 See id.
32 See id

33 Toshi Nakamura, One Man's Quest to Prove How FarLaser Pointers Reach,
KOTAKU (Nov. 14, 2013) https://kotaku.com/one-mans-quest-to-prove-how-far-laser-pointers-reach-1464275649 [https://perma.cc/T8WE-YYE9].
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a flight according to Robert Hamilton, an airline captain and
victim of five laser attacks himself.34 Recognizing the increasing
trend, the International Civil Aviation Organization declared in
early 2017 that lasering incidents "ha[vel become a serious factor
in aviation safety. . .".35
While the actual type of laser pointer used in most reported
lasering incidents remains unknown, models that the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) defines as "toys" are considered likely
responsible for at least a portion of those incidents. 36 The FDA
defines "toy" laser pointers as manufactured, designed, and
intended for use by those under fourteen years of age. 3 7 In 2011, a
fourteen-year old boy was arrested for "allegedly shining a
powerful laser pen in the direction of a number of aircraft near ...
Los Angeles International Airport." 38 Police located the source
when the boy shined the powerful green laser directly at a police
helicopter.39
In 2004, the FAA received forty-six reports of lasers
illuminating the cockpits of in-flight airplanes.4o Just five years
later, the FAA received reports of lasering activity that numbered
well into the hundreds, with 1,527 incidents of lasering reported in
2009.41 By 2012, the number of reported lasering incidents more
than doubled to 3,482, and in 2016 the number of reported lasering
incidents continued to grow exponentially to nearly 7,500.42 The

3
See Laser Strikes Hit Record High, CBS NEWS (Sep. 14, 2015).
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/spikes-in-laser-strikes-against-air-planes-hit-record-high
[hereinafter Laser Strikes IlitRecordlHigh] fhttps://perma.cc/QZ7D-D7291.
- RASG-MID, supranote 13, at 5 (emphasis added).
3 See US FDA ProposesAmending FederalLaserMan ufacturerRegulations, LASERPOINTERSAFETY.COM
(July
29,
2013),
http://www.laserpointersafety.com/news/news/other-newsfiles/9af3c2df520977b7Oa880073ccd4579331.php#on [hereinafter FDA ProposesAmending] [https://perma.cc/2KK6-K6CD]. But See

FDA, BACKGROUND MATERIALS PREPARED FOR THE OCTOBER 25-26 2016 TECHNICAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCT RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS COMMITTEE, at 21 (2016) [hereinafter

FDA, BACKGROUND MATERIALS] (proposing a new definition for "children's toy laser products," however, the new definition still includes laser pointers that have the capability to
reach the cockpit of some in-flight airplanes).
3 See FDA ProposesAmending, supra note 36, at 21.
3 Boy Arrested for PointingLaserPen at Aircraft on Flghtpathfor Los Angeles
InternationalAirport, DAILY MAIL (UK) (last updated Feb. 10, 2011), http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1355518/Boy-arrested-pointing-laser-pen-aircraft-flightpath-LosAngeles-International-airport.html [https://perma.cc/M3B9-7X3Z].
9 Id.
40 Murphy & Hewett, supra note 1, fig. 2.
41 Id
42 Id.
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number of incidents is particularly troubling considering that the
43
FAA tracks lasering only in the United States. From 2008-2015
there were more than 2,500 reports of lasering in Canada, and
from 2007-2015, more than 3,700 lasering incidents were reported
in Australia." Of the lasering incidents in the United States, most
occur near airports and in clusters, which are "multiple strikes on
one or several aircraft that appear to originate from a specific
location." These cluster attacks may occur in short spurts, or be
spread out over multiple days.45 For example, according to the Air
Line Pilots Association, International (the Pilot's Union), in 2015,
eleven flights heading for Newark Liberty International Airport
46
were targeted by laser pointers in a ninety-minute span. These
47
attacks resulted in temporary blindness for one of the pilots.
While all lasering is capable of grave impact,4 the degree
49
of danger depends on the color of laser emitted by the pointer.
This spectrum is representative of both the rather confusing
relationship between the emitted light's wavelength and its
frequency.5 0 For example, more than twenty years ago red laser
51
pointers, an authorized color, was the most used color reported;
since then, green and blue lights-both prohibited by the FDAare associated with ninety-five percent of the reported lasering
incidents. 52 This shift in color exacerbates the lasering problem

43 Tony Reed, President, ST Laserstrike, Laser Attacks Against Aircrafts: Trends
and Solutions, Presentation to the Flight Safety Foundation Business Aviation Safety Sumhttps://flightsafety.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Reed.pdf
2017),
mit (May 4-5,
[https://perma.cc/GUQ9-9MWWI.
at 4.
4Id.
FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5.
4See
Release, Air Line Pilots Ass'n Intl, Stopping Laser Attacks on Aircraft:
4Press
No Shot in the Dark (Nov. 1, 2015), http://www.alpa.org/news-and-events/newsAttacks]
Laser
Stopping
[hereinafter
room/ 12015-stopping-laser-attacks
[https://perma.cc/Z6BF-LBVC].

FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, PROTECTING AIRCRAFT FROM LASERS (Feb. 11,

&

https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/protecting-aircraft-from-lasers
2014),
[https://perma.cc/7XVE-FQCC] [hereinafter PROTECTING AIRCRAFT] (statement of the assistant director of the FBI's Criminal Investigative Division, Ron Hosko) ("[1asering] is a criminal act with potentially deadly repercussions").
4 See US. UPDATED, supra note 27 (Violet, Indigo, Blue, G, Yellow, Orange,
Red).
5 See Ted Montgomery, Is the Color ofLight Determined by its Frequencyor its
Wavelength .

TEDMONGOMERY.COM,

http://www.tedmontgomery.comlbblov-

rvw/emails/lightfrequency.html fhttps://perma.cc/PKD5-RS7X].
5
1 See US: UPDATED, supra note 27.
52
Murphy & Hewett, supra note 1.
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because green colored laser pointers emit light at the wavelength
most sensitive to the human eye. 5 3 Unsurprisingly, green-colored
laser pointers have become increasingly more common because
they have a brighter emittance without the need for additional
power, unlike red laser pointers.5 4 Of the ninety-five percent of
lasering incidents involving green-colored or blue-colored lasers,
more than ninety percent of these incidents involved green-colored
lasers.5 5 Additionally, the FAA notes that green-colored lasers are
"close to the eye's peak sensitivity" when the human eye is "darkadapted." 56 Dark-adapted eyes are a common occurrence for pilots
flying at night in darkened cockpits, prompting the FAA to
recommend that pilots illuminate airplane cockpits at night to
lessen the damage caused by lasering.5 7
Pilots who have suffered lasering attacks reported a wide
range of serious symptoms, prompting Air Traffic Control (ATC) to
regard lasering incidents as in-flight emergencies. 58 Symptoms
include flash blindness, after-imaging, and continued retinal
burning,5 9 as well as abnormal ocular discomfort or pain.6 0 Perhaps
the most unsettling symptom experienced by pilots who have been
lasered is the distraction it causes-rendering them unable to give
their full attention to flying the aircraft. 6 ' In 2013, the FAA
documented thirty-five instances of pilots needing medical
assistance after falling victim to a laser strike. 62 Beyond the
physical strain on the pilot is the commercial (and private) strain
on the aviation system caused by lasering: reports indicate that
more than three percent of lasering incidents include operational
issues, such as aborted landings and the shutting down of runways
when repeated lasering incidents occur over short periods of time. 6 3

5 JAMELLIE GALANG, ET AL., NAT'L INST. OF STANDARDS & TECH., U.S. DEP'T OF
COMMERCE, NIST TECH. NOTE 1668: A GREEN LASER POINTER HAZARD 3 (August 2, 2010)
[hereinafter GREEN LASER POINTER HAZARD].

5 Id. ("[green-colored laser pointers] are superior to red [colored] laser pointers
for demonstration purposes.").
55 See FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5 (noting that today, only 6.3 percent of lasering incidents involve red colored lasers).
5
6 Id.
57

d.

5 See FAA, LASER ILLUMINATION, supra note 6, at 1.

59 See Stopping Laser Attacks, supra note 46, at 2.
m

6 See FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5.
61
62
6

Murphy & Hewett, supra note 1.
See FBI, ProtectingAircraft, supra note 48, at 3.
See FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5, at 3.
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III. THE SEARCH FOR A SOLUTION

Lasering is most dangerous when attacks occur during
take-off and landing. 64 In response to the ever-increasing number
of lasering incidents, the FAA published a revised order requiring
legitimate laser operations (laser light shows, for example) to
adhere to certain restrictions.6 5 The revision also establishes three
"Flight Hazard Zones" to negate the effects caused by the
sanctioned laser operations.6 6 The flight zones are categorized by
elevation: the lowest zone ranges from zero to 2,000 feet, the
second zone ranges from 2,000 to 8,000 feet, and the third zone is
anything above 8,000 feet.6 7 The different zones have varying
68
Most
restrictions on the laser activity allowed within them.
Free
"Laser
the
titled
notably, the lowest zone has been aptly
Zone," where any and all unauthorized laser activity is
prohibited. 69 The FAA order has effectively eliminated lasering
incidents due to legitimate laser operations, however, "such
guidelines cannot prevent misuse due to ignorance or
maliciousness."7 0 In fact, more than sixteen percent of all lasering
1
incidents occur in the Laser Free Zone.7 Alarmingly, thirty-one
percent of reported effects on pilots' vision, forty-two percent of
reported physical pain or injuries, and forty-two percent of
reported operational problems are attributed to the more than
sixteen percent of low-altitude lasering incidents. 72 Accordingly,
the FAA has concluded that low-altitude lasering incidents, like
those that occur during take-off and landing, are a greater risk to
73
aviation safety than those occurring at higher altitudes.
The FAA issued precautionary suggestions that pilots can
incorporate in their routine to mitigate the effects of a laser

6 See generally, Laser Strikes hit Record RIgh, supra note 34.
6 See FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5.
66 See FED. AVIATION ADMIN., Order JO 7400.2L, PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING AIRSPACE MATTERS, at 29-1-2 (2017), https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/JO_7400.2LChgl dtd_10-12-17.pdf [https://perma.cc/S5RV-7P3U].

Id. at 29-1-6.
8 Id. at 29-1-5.

67

70

Id. at 29-1-4.
FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5.

71

Id.

6

72Id
7 3Id
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attack. 74 For example, the FAA recommends pilots illuminate the
airplane's cockpit at night to keep the pilot's eyes from becoming
too dark-adapted.7 5 The FAA also advises pilots afflicted by a laser
to the eye to not rub the eye or aggravate the injury in any way so
as to avoid further harm.7 6 Another FAA recommendation is for
pilots to use the fuselage of the aircraft to "block the laser beam."7 7
The dangers involved in such maneuvering are exacerbated during
take-off and landing, which is when pilots are most vulnerable to
laser attacks.7 8
In addition to safety recommendations, the FAA devised
sophisticated procedures for reporting and dealing with laser
strikes.7 9 In a five-page document titled the, "Laser Beam
Exposure Questionnaire," the FAA collects detailed information
about the lasering event, such as the time of day of the incident,
the approximate altitude of the aircraft when it was lasered,
whether the laser attack disrupted the flight, the color of the laser,
the effect the laser had on the pilot, and a litany of other relevant
questions.8 0 In addition to the pilot questionnaire, which is filled
out after the flight, the FAA established procedures and protocol
to respond with immediately following strike.8 1 Pilots are to radio
the appropriate ATC facility as soon as they experience a laser
attack. 82 ATC is to then broadcast the phrase, "UNAUTHORIZED

LASER ILLUMINATION EVENT" with the location and altitude
of the event every five minutes for twenty minutes, clogging the
frequency. 8 3 The FAA's ATC facilities then report the incident to
the Domestic Events Network (DEN), which, with other

4

7

Id.

75

d

76Jd
78
7

Id.

9 See generally, FED. AVIATION

TIONNAIRE,

ADMIN., RAC - R8, LASER BEAM EXPOSURE QUES-

FAA
QUESTIONNAIRE],
https://www.faa.gov/aircraft/safety/reportilaserinfo/media/FAA LaserBeamExposureQuestionnaire.pdf
[https://perma.cc/XCE7-6ZZQI (showing the actual questionnaire utilized by the FAA to acquire data on laser beam exposure).
(2012)

[hereinafter

o Id.
s1 See FAA, LASER ILLUMINATION, supra note 6, at 2-3.
82 FAA, LASER ILLUMINATION, supra note 6, at 3; see also FAA QUESTIONNAIRE,

supra note 79 (highlighting the similarities between the exposure questionnaire and the
ATC reports required information).
8

FAA, LASER ILLUMINATION, supranote 6, at 2.
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governmental agencies including law enforcement, takes action to
catch those responsible for the lasering incident.M
Others have proffered solutions to help curb the problem.
Because most lasering incidents happen during landing, Dr. Tom
Reynolds, "a laser strike detection researcher" at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, developed a geolocation
network of sensors that is placed strategically along runways and
can be used to detect those responsible for pointing lasers at
aircraft.8 5 In addition, Iridian Spectral Technologies has developed
eyewear for pilots that claim to reflect up to ninety-nine percent of
the harmful light emitted from laser pointers, including the light
emitted from green laser pointers.8 6 The Pilot's Union is also
committed to eradicating lasering issues and plans to work with
87
private and governmental actors to mitigate lasering. Perhaps
the most promising development in the anti-lasering space comes
from a United Kingdom-based firm, BAE Systems, which has
developed an inexpensive film that is installed over the windows
88
of a cockpit and blocks harmful light emitted from laser pointers.
Lasers are relatively easy to obtain and are also
inexpensive.8 9 In addition, easily obtainable lasers are often
misclassified, leaving the purchaser with a much more powerful
laser than they realize.9 The increasing popularity, accessibility,
and power of lasers has led to an enormous increase in the number
1
of reported lasering incidents each year.9 When coupled with the
increased use of green laser pointers, these changes in the market
are a recipe for disaster. 92 The increase in lasering incidents is
occurring amidst the FAA's enforcement of the Laser Free Zone,
and pilots are still suffering injuries despite the FAA prompting
them to use the body of the plane as a shield from the harmful laser

8 Id.
8 Erin Lee, Developing Sensors to Defends Aircraft Against Lasers, MIT NEWS
(Sept. 8, 2017), http://news.mit.edul2017/mit-lincoln-laboratory-lassos-sensors-defend-aircraft-against-laser-strikes-0928 [https://perma.ccl5BQU-BY3G].
86
Laser Refection Glasses, supra note 11.
8

AIRLINE PILOT's Ass'N INT'L, STRATEGIC PLAN PROGRESS REPORT 18-19 (2016),

http://fdx.alpa.org/portals/26/docs/091616_BODSP.pdf [https://perma.cc/XM64-JP621.
8 Novel Technology, supra note 11.
8 Laser Pointers Fact Sheet, AUGUSTA UNIV., https://www.augusta.edulser[https://perma.cclJTU2vices/ehs/lasersafetyoffldocuiments/laser.pointer.fact.sheet.pdf
W6D41.
9 WORLD HEALTH ORG., supra note 13, at 3.
91 Murphy & Hewett, supra note 1.
9 GREEN LASER POINTER HAZARD, supra note 53, at 6.
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light.9 3 As of 2013, when the latest numbers were available, there
have not been any accidents attributed to lasering. 94 However, the
potential for an accident does exist. One pilot, Chris Potter, claims
permanent eye damage from a laser strike.9 5 In describing the
incident, Potter claims he "couldn't see anything out of [his eye].
He explained:
I saw stars. It literally felt like I got punched in my
eye and there was a piece of debris, like a piece of
glass in my eye. It began watering to the point
where it was watering down my cheek.""
The stress lasering imposes upon pilots and the aviation industry
are serious,9 7 prompting one aviation news source to decree
lasering as "the greatest threat to aviation."9 8 Surrounding a
culmination of distressing facts, Congress passed the FAA
Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, which, inter alia, punishes
those who point a laser at an in-flight aircraft. 99
A. Legal Developments
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 makes it a
criminal offense for someone to "knowingly aim the beam of a laser
pointer at an aircraft in the special aircraft jurisdiction of the

93 FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5.
4

Id.

Emilie Eaton, New State Law Addresses DangerofLaser Pointersto Aircraft,
CRONKITE NEWS (Sept. 22, 2014), http://cronkitenewsonline.com/2014/09/new-state-law-addresses-danger-of-laser-pointers-to-aircraftlindex.html [https://perma.cc/ZQ6Y-6WM4].
9

9 Id.
9 See e.g Stopping Laser Attacks, supra note 46; Murphy & Hewett, supra note
1; FAA, NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE, supra note 5; Jake Rossen, What Pilots See When You Shine
a Laser Pointer at Aircraft, MENTAL FLOSs (June 23, 2015), http://mentalfloss.com/article/65424/what-pilots-see-when-you-shine-laser-pointer-aircraft
[https://perma.c/MRT3DXSM (stating that the Plexiglas windows of the cockpit magnify the lasers effect, engulfing the cockpit). But cf, Thom Patterson, LaserPointersCan'tPermanentlyDamagePilots'
Eyes, Study Says, CNN (Apr. 19, 2016), http://www.cnn.com/2016/04/19/health/laserpointer-airplane-pilot-vision-study/index.html
[https://perma.cc/PF6W-AN2E] (citing a
study saying that lasering does not permanently damage a pilot's eyes).
9 Jeffrey Madison, The Greatest Threat to Aviation, GENERAL AVIATION NEWS
(May 25, 2015), https://generalaviationnews.com/2015/05/25/the-greatest-threat-to-aviation/ [https://perma.cc/DVA6-RMDA].
9 FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, 18 U.S.C. § 39A (2012).
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1
United States, or at the flight path of such an aircraft." 0o Under
the statute, an individual who aims a laser pointer at an in-flight
aircraft is subject to a fine, or up to a five-year prison sentence, or

both.101

The passage of this law, while a great achievement, was
long overdue. In 2005 a Congressional Research Service (CRS)
102
report for Congress outlined some of the dangers of lasering. The
report noted that light emissions from laser pointers pose a hazard
to flight operations, cause vision problems (such as retinal injury)
for pilots, and distract pilotS.103 The CRS report provided some
options to mitigate risks posed by lasering, such as regulating laser
pointers by requiring different standards for power output based
on the color or the laser (in response to the increased dangers of
green colored laser pointers), as well as restricting sales of Class
3a lasers.104
Even earlier, in 1997, the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) issued a safety recommendation detailing two
harrowing instances of lasering.1 0 5 In the first laser attack
mentioned by the NTSB, a pilot who was lasered while
approaching Los Angeles International Airport sustained an eye
injury and was rendered incapacitated. 106 The pilot reported that
as the flight continued "it became increasingly difficult [to see]
from the eye [that was hit by the laser beam] because of a burning
sensation and tearing." 107 By the time the plane made its final
approach, the pilot, who was the captain on board, had to turn the
108
controls over to his co-pilot to finish landing the aircraft.
The second incident mentioned in the report details yet
another instance of a pilot sustaining an eye injury and

10 Id
101 18 U.S.C.A. § 39A(a) (2012).
10 2
Bart Elias, Cong. Research Serv., RS22033, LasersAimed atAircraft CockpitsBackground and Possible Options to Address the Threat to Aviation Safety and Security
(2005).
l03 Id. at 1
104 Id. at 5 (advocating for the expansion and enforcement of the FAA's Laser Free
Zones, though the ineffectiveness of the Laser Free Zones has since come to light).
1o5 Nat'1 Transp. Safety Bd., No. 6802, Safety Recommendation Letter on Laser
Beams Affecting the Aviation Community to FAA Acting Adm'r Barry L Valentine 1 (Feb.
27, 19970.

106

107Id

108Id.
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incapacitation due to a laser attack.10 9 This second laser attack
took place during take-off from McCarran International Airport in
Las Vegas, while the plane was at around 7,000 feet above main
sea level (msl).110 Unlike the pilot in the first attack, the pilot in
the second attack reported that "he immediatelyexperienced pain
and was completely blinded in his right eye."1 11 The pilot stated
that he was completely blinded for about thirty seconds, could not
focus his eye enough to interpret his flight instruments for an
additional two minutes, was completely disoriented, and had to
turn control of the aircraft over to his co-pilot. 112 In 1997, the NTSB
recommended that the FAA determine the maximum safe power
level of lasers and regulate accordingly, update the Aeronautical
Information Manual to include information to aid pilots in
avoiding lasering incidents, and identify the location of laser
activity in the event that avoidance was not possible. 113
In
1993,
the
National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration (NASA) received a report of a lasering attack on an
airplane departing McCarran International. 1 1 4 The NASA report
notes that the evening flight was hit by a laser during take-off
some 500 feet above the ground.115 The doctor who examined the
afflicted pilot noted that the laser beam had "burned the outer
coating of the white area of his eye, also breaking blood vessels." 16
The pilot stated that if the laser beam had also struck his co-pilot,
the lives of the crew and all passengers aboard the flight would
have been in danger."1 7
These are far from the only reported incidents of lasering
before the passage of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of

109 Id
110 Id. at 1-2.
111 Id. at 2 (emphasis added).
112 Id. (discussing the fact that lasering incidents mentioned in the safety
recommendation occurred on Southwest Airlines flights; while employing not one but two of the
pilots involved in some of the first reported laser attacks is quite a feat, Southwest Airlines
does not seem to be touting this fact).
113 Id. at 4.
11- NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE AdMINISTRATION ("NASA"), AVIATION
SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM ("ASRS"), No. 285091; NASA, AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING
SYSTEM, No. 290036.
115 NASA, No. 290036, supra note 114; NASA, No. 285091, supra note 114.
116 NASA, No. 285091, supranote 114; NASA, No. 290036, supra note
114
117 NASA, No. 290036, supra note 114; NASA, No. 285091, supra note 114.
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2012.118 While the purpose of this Article is not to deliver a
scathing review of the inefficiencies and the sloth-like nature of the
federal government, a brief historical review of the depth and
breadth of the problem of lasering before the FAA Modernization
and Reform Act of 2012 illuminates the inadequacy of the Act as a
quintessential solution to the problem of lasering.
i. Enforcement of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act
of2012
In 2005, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) began
119 In
tracking lasering incidents occurring in the United States.
addition to jail time, the FBI fines individuals who interfere with
the operation of an aircraft-including lasering-up to $250,000.120
Lasering has become such a problem that twelve FBI field offices,
in an effort to crack down on perpetrators, enacted programs
offering rewards of up to $10,000 for information leading to the
121 The
arrest of anyone who pointed a laser at an airplane.
22
potential fine and the risk of five years of jail time1 impose steep
penalties and could serve as a major deterrence. However, from
2005 to 2013, there were only 134 arrests for violating the antilasering law. 123 Of the paltry 134 arrests made over this eight-year
period, only eighty resulted in convictions.1 24 To put that in

118

See, e.g. NASA, ASRS, No. 322991; VAN B. NAKAGAWARA & RONALD W. MONT-

GOMERY, FED. AvIATION ADMIN., No. DOT[FAA/AM-01/7, LASER POINTERS: THEIR POTENTIAL AFFECTS ON VISION AND AVIATION SAFETY, at 6, (2001) (making numerous mentions of

reported incidents involving lasering of aircraft, including more than 150 incidents of lasering from January, 1996, to July, 1999); Murphy & Hewett, supra note 1 (showing that
from 2004 through 2011 there were 10,235 reported incidents of "[11aser pointer illuminations of aircraft").
119 See ProtectingAircraft, supra note 48.
120
FBI,
Making
a
Point About
Lasers (Sept.
26,
2011),
https://www.fbi.gov/news/storieslillegal-use-oflaser-pointers-a-serious-crime
[https://perma.cc/3JRS-VEY7] [hereinafter Making a Point]. But See Press Release, FAA,
2012),
26,
(May
Penalties
Laser
of
Enforcement
Up
Steps
FAA
https://www.faa.gov/news/press releases/newsstory.cfm?newsld=13555
[https://perma.cclSEB5-Q5C7] (stating that "[tihe maximum penalty for one laser strike is
$11,000," and the largest proposed fine for multiple offenses is $30,800).
121 Making a Point, supra note 120.
122 18 U.S.C.A. § 39A(a) (West 2012).
123
US: 134 Laser Arrests, 80 Convictions, Out of 17, 725 Incidents, LAhttp://www.la2014)
21,
(May
SERPOINTERSAFETY.COM
serpointersafety.com/news/news/other-newsfiles/category-statistics.php#on
[https://perma.cclAU7S-J5TW1.
124

Id.
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perspective, of the 17,725 reported lasering incidents between
2005 and 2013, less than one percent of the offenders were
arrested. 125 These are reported incidents; there very well may be
many lasering incidents that go unreported. 126 Despite the FAA's
sophisticated reporting system 2 7 and the Domestic Event
Network's (DEN) ability to muster multiple governmental
agencies to catch offenders, a minuscule number of reported
lasering incidents result in the perpetrator being apprehended,
because "[ilt is difficult for pilots to see where a laser beam is
coming from, and even more difficult for police officers to pinpoint
the perpetrator's location based on the pilot's report." 128 More so, if
police officers are to locate the area where the lasering incident
originated from, even with the FAA's sophisticated reporting
procedures, it seems unlikely that the offender would remain on
the scene by the time law enforcement arrives.
Nevertheless, a number of people have found themselves
behind the laser pointer and subject to some rather intense
sentencing. In 2012, on an August evening in Fresno, California,
Sergio Rodriguez decided to "see how far his laser would go at
night."1 29 The green laser Rodriguez shone into the night sky
struck the cockpit of a helicopter about 1,000 feet in the air.13 0 The
pilot recounted the distraction caused by the laser stating, "[there
was a} bright green flash inside the cabin," causing "everything in
the cabin [to] light up." 3 1 After the initial laser attack, Rodriguez
hit the helicopter with the green laser again, making it hard for
the pilot to see.1 32 The pilot attempted to locate the position the
laser originated from and contacted ATC, which alerted the Fresno
Police Department regarding the lasering.1 3 3 A police chopper in
the area began orbiting the location where the laser strike

Id.
Lase-rAttacks Pose Weal Threat'toAviation Safety: British Piots'Association,
INSURANCE
J.
(Feb.
28,
2017),
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/international/2017/02/28/443020.htm [https://perma.cc/AB8W-AU251.
127 See FAA, LASER ILLUMINATION, supranote 6, at 2.
128 Lee, supra note 85.
'
United States v. Rodriguez, 790 F.3d 951, 953 (9th Cir. 2015) (noting that §
39A was "designed for knuckleheads like [Rodriguez]" who do not intend to interfere with
flight operations) (emphasis added).
130 Id. at 954.
131 Id.
132 Id.
5

26

1

'33Id
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originated from, and while at an altitude of 500 feet, the police
helicopter was struck by the green colored laser, causing a "big
flare" as it "[lit] up the entire cockpit." 3 4 The pilot of the police
helicopter, Tactical Flight Officer George Valdez, noted that the
laser was more intense than a camera flash and "brighter than the
high beams of a car light by far."13 5 Finally, Valdez directed ground
crews to Rodriguez's location, which was in front of his
apartment. 136 Rodriguez was initially sentenced to the maximum
of five years in prison for the lasering incidents, however, the
maximum sentence was enhanced on the grounds that Rodriguez
intentionally and recklessly tried to interfere with flight
37
operations and endanger the pilots1 -an

element not found on

Rodriguez's first appeal. 3 8 After the dust settled, Rodriguez was
again sentenced in 2016 to the full five-year maximum, primarily
because he was on probation at the time of the offense.1 39
In a case decided prior to Rodriguez, another California
"knucklehead"140 was arrested for pointing a green colored laser at
a seven passenger Cessna jet and a police helicopter.141 The
perpetrator, high-school student Adam Gardenhire, intentionally
tried to hit the aircraft with the laser.1 4 2 However, on appeal, the
court determined that Gardenhire did not know the risks created
by his actions, thus falling short of the "reckless" behavior required
for enhanced sentencing.143 Like Rodriguez, Gardenhire's initial
sentence was vacated and his case remanded for resentencing.144
However, unlike Rodriguez, it is unknown how much time Adam
Gardenhire will spend in jail for his crime.145
A more recently decided case, arising from Florida, involved
the lasering of a commercial airplane pilot.146 Like Rodriguez and
Gardenhire, perpetrator Shannan Winemiller also lasered the

Rodiguez, 790 F.3d at 954.
Id. Valdez further stated that the laser strike impeded his ability to see the
instruments in his cockpit, as well as potential hazards outside the cockpit.
136 Id
137 Id. at 953.
134

35

138 Id. at 960-61.
13

9 United States v. Rodriguez, 664 Fed. Appx. 607, 609-10 (9th Cir. 2016).

Rodriguez, 790 F.3d at 953.
United States v. Gardenhire, 784 F.3d 1277, 1278 (9th Cir. 2015).
'4 Id. at 1279.
4
1 3 Id.
144 Id. at 1286; Rodriguez, 790 F.3d at 961.
1s Gardenhire, 784 F.3d at 1285; Rodriguez, 790 F.3d at 961.
146 United States v. Winemiller, 679 Fed. Appx. 759, 760 (11th Cir. 2017).
140
141
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police helicopter that came searching for him, 147 but increased the
risk to the pilots by using a green laser.148 Much like Gardenhire
and Rodriguez, the officer piloting the police chopper alerted
ground crews to the location where the laser appeared to originate
from (possibly using the DEN), and the offender was
apprehended. 149 Winemiller was sentenced to a year of probation
and twenty-five hours of community service for his offense. 5 0
Finally, Californian Barry Bowser was convicted of
pointing a laser at an aircraft in 2015.151 Bowser wasted no time
lasering civilian aircraft-his only target was the law enforcement
helicopter he lasered while "playling] with his dog."1 52 The police
helicopter immediately spotlighted Bowser after it was lasered and
he was detained until ground forces could make an arrest. 15 3
Unlike Gardenhire and Gonzalez, the color of Bowser's laser is
unknown because the laser pointer was destroyed. 154 There were,
however, multiple green laser strikes on the police chopper at the
same time and in the same location as the lasering incident in
question, so it is probable that Bowser's laser pointer emitted
green light.155 For the act of lasering an aircraft, Bowser received
a twenty-one-month prison sentence, thirty-six months of
supervised release, and a $100 penalty. 5 6
These illustrate the varied range in sentences-and the
sometimes-lengthy process of delivering them-perpetrators
receive for lasering aircraft. 5 7 The dangers associated with
lasering, the widespread availability of lasers, and the increased

147 Winemifler, 679 Fed. Appx. at 760; Rodriguez,
790 F.3d at 954; Gardenhire,
784 F.3d at 1278.
148
Brief for Petitioner-Appellant at 7, United States v. Winemiller, 679 Fed. Appx.
759 (11th Cir. 2017) (No.16-10505-H).
149 Winemiller, 679 Fed. Appx. at 760; Rodriguez, 790 F.3d at 954; Gardenhire,
784 F.3d at 1278.
'5 See Brief for Petitioner-Appellant, supra note 148, at 6.
161 United States v. Bowser, No. 1:15-cr-00088 LJO SKO, 2015 WL 13055918, at
*1 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 24, 2015).
152 Brief for Petitioner-Appellant at 4, United States v. Bowser, 667 Fed. Appx.
188 (9th Cir. 2016) (No. 15-10486).
153 Id. at 5.
154 United States v. Bowser, 667 Fed. Appx. 188, 198 (9th Cir. 2016).
155 See Brief for Petitioner-Appellant, supra note 152, at 5-6.
15 Id. at 4.
157 See, e.g., Rodriguez, 790 F.3d 951; Winemifler, 679 Fed. Appx. 759; Bowser,
667 Fed. Appx. 188; and Gardenhire, 784 F.3d 1277.
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frequency of lasering incidents despite federal regulations indicate
that legislation alone may not be enough.
IV. ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
There are at least three viable options available to
supplement the statutory prohibition on shining laser pointers at
aircraft. First, the FDA has proposed to reclassify all non-red
lasers as defective. 5 8 Doing this would allow the FDA to more
easily confiscate certain laser pointers, reducing the availability of
more dangerous colored lasers.1 59 The reclassification would also
prevent the criminalization of the sale or possession of such
lasers. 6 0 Second, certain classes of lasers could be completely
prohibited with exceptions made for uses by trained
professionals-an approach that has already been adopted in
Australia, New Zealand, and has been considered in the United
Kingdom. 16 ' A prohibition would reduce the accessibility and ease
of purchase of the banned lasers, but this approach may actually
make the problem it seeks to solve worse.1 62 Finally, the FAA could
issue a mandate requiring all pilots to wear laser-filtering eyewear
during the most crucial stages of flight.1 63 Alternatively, the FAA
could require aircraft manufacturers and airlines to install laserfiltering film on all new and existing cockpit windows.1 6 4
A. The FDA Could Deem Certain Colors of Laser Pointers
Defective
Lasers pointers are electronic products subject to FDA
regulation. 6 5 Because a laser pointer is an electromagneticradiating device, the FDA can declare one defective if it emits

158

See FDA, BACKGROUND MATERIALS, supra note 36, at 30-31.

159

-d.

160Id.
161

See FOOD AND DRUG ADMIN., TECHNICAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCT RADIATION

SAFETY STANDARDS COMMITTEE OCT. 25, 2016, TRANSCRIIT, at 146 (2016) [hereinafter FDA,
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/CommitteesMeetingTRANSCRIPT]
Materials/Radiation-EmittingProducts/TechnicalElectronicProductRadiationSafetyStandardsCommittee/UCM528629.pdf [perma.cc/D39X-5ZYL].
162 See infra note 180.
16 See IRIDIAN, supra note 11.
16 See BAE SYS., supra note 11.
165 21 C.F.R. §1000.3(j)(1)-k)(1).
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radiation that is unnecessary to the accomplishment of its primary
purpose and which creates a risk of injury to any person.1 66 If the
FDA used this regulation to designate certain colors of lasers
defective, it could go so far as requiring manufacturers to refund
purchases of all lasers so-designated, effectively ending
commercial sales of those colors of lasers in the United States. 6 7
At a 2016 presentation to the Technical Electronic Product
Radiation Safety Standards Committee, the FDA proposed to
designate all non-red lasers as defective.16 8 The FDA noted that it
"received numerous letters from Congress requesting action on
laser pointer illuminations of aircraft" and sought to designate all
blue and green laser pointers defective under 21 C.F.R.

1003.2(b)(2).169

The FDA made clear it intended to amend

performance standards so that any laser pointer emitting light in
a range of wavelengths from 400 to 609 nanometers (that is, visible
light ranging from deep violet to orange-red) would be considered
defective.17 0
In its presentation to the Safety Standards Committee, the
FDA pulled no punches, noting that green laser pointers are
"[twenty-eight] times brighter than equivalently-powered red laser
pointers," that there had been an "[eighty] -fold increase [over ten
years] in reported incidents of aircraft illuminations from laser
pointers," and that green laser pointers are abundantly
available.171 The FDA explained that the hazards associated with
flash blinding are reduced when red lasers are involved.1 72 In fact,
the FDA went so far as to claim that "[t]he hazard from laser
aircraft illuminations would be effectively eliminated if green and
blue laser pointers were not available."1 73
However, the Safety Standards Committee members held
differing opinions on the efficacy of the FDA's proposal. One
supporter of the proposal, stated that the slight advantage a green
or blue laser may aid a presenter in delivering a presentation was
far outweighed by the safety hazard that green and blue laser

M 21 C.F.R. §1003.2(b)(2).
US: UPDATED, supranote 27.
68 FDA ProposesAmending, supra note 36, at 30.
16 Id. at 29-30.
170 Id. at 31.
171 FDA TRANSCRIPT, supra note 161, at 104-05.
172 Id. at 106, 113.
17 Id. at 106.
67
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pointers present. 174 Another member was more skeptical of the
proposal, saying that because green- and blue-colored laser
pointers are so widespread and prevalent, re-characterizing them
as defective would do little to mitigate the problem of aircraft
lasering. 175 As Dr. Lambeth aptly put it, "the cat is out of the bag,
they're everywhere, and they will be continued to use [sic] even if
we make a regulation. . . ".176
The marginal benefit offered to most legitimate laser
pointer users is far outweighed by the potentially devastating
177
However, greeneffect green- and blue-colored lasers could have.
and blue-colored lasers are widely possessed and regulation at the
manufacturing level will do little-especially in the foreseeable
178
FDA restrictions on green- and
future-to curb the problem.
blue-colored laser pointers are certainly not a step in the wrong
direction. Prohibitions like these are, however, quite possibly too
small a step in the right direction.
B. A Prohibitionon LaserPointers
An outright ban could be effective if the sale and possession
or use of laser pointers was criminalized. If the United States took
179
The
such action, it would not be the first country to do so.
widespread use of laser pointers and the difficulties surrounding
the actual capture of lasering perpetrators point to the possible
futility of prohibitions. The section that follows provides policy
examples from three countries that have attempted to deal with
the lasering problem.

174Id.

at 189.

See id. at 192.
176 Id. at 192.
177 Id. at 188-89.
178 See Id. at 192.
179 See ProhibitedGoods, AuSTRALIAN BORDER FORCE https://www.abf.gov.aulimporting-exporting-and-manufacturing/prohibited-goods/categories/weapons
[https://perma.cclW9NK-73XQ1 (last updated Nov. 12, 2018) [hereinafter ProhibitedGoods];
see also Ben Richmond, Australia'sLaser PointerBan Isn't Working Very Well, MOTHERBOARD (June 26, 2014, 5:24 PM), https://motherboard.vice.comlen us/article/wnjj4y/australias-laser-pointer-ban-isnt-working-very-well [https://perma.cc/XM4X-6TN2].
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i. Australia
Australia's individual states are responsible for regulating
the use and possession of lasers, while its federal government is
primarily concerned with regulating imports and exports.1 80 In
Australia, laser pointers that have a strength greater than 1
milliwatt (mW) are not allowed in Australia without a permit.1 8 1
Penalties for violating this prohibition include the forfeiture of the
laser pointer, fines, and prosecution.1 82 While not all Australian
states prohibit the use or possession of laser pointers, the State of
Victoria does. 183 Victoria currently deems laser pointers to be
"hand-held battery-operated article[s]" that are "designed or
adapted to emit a laser beam with an accessible emission limit of
greater than 1 mW' as "prohibited weapons."'8
Federal
restrictions on the importation of laser pointers, and state
prohibitions on the use and possession of laser pointers, has earned
Australia the honor of having the strictest laser pointer laws in the

world. 185
Statistics show that in the four years following bans on
sales and possession of laser pointers (mid-2008 to 2012), reported
that lasering incidents in Australia increased nearly six-fold.1 86
Ironically, during the same period, the increase of reported
lasering incidents in the United States, without any federal

180 Trevor A- Wheatley, Laser PointerProhibition:Improving Safety or Driving
Asclassi6cation, Proceedings of the Int'l Laser & Safety Conf. 48-54 (2013).
181 ProhibitedGoods, supra note 179.
182 Id.; see also Ally Foster, Austrahan Border Force Issues Stern
Warning to
Schoolies
in
Bali,
NEWS.COM.AU
(November
14,
2018
3:29
PM),
https://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-advice/health-safety/australian-border-force-issuesstern-warning-to-schoolies-in-bali/news-story/3d4d969aae36b6f2f309a3bl4c3c705d
[https://perma.cc/YN6Q-EKG3].
183 See AUSTL. CuSTOMS AND BORDER PROT. SERV., POST IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW: RESTRICTION ON THE IMPORTATION OF HANDHELD LASER POINTERS 21-22 (2012).

Id. at 21.
1sa The Worrying FailureofAustraha'sBan on igh -PowerLaser Pointers, MIT
TECHN. REV. (June 23, 2014) thereinafter MIT TECHN. REV.]., https://www.technologyreview.com/s/528566/the-worrying-failure-of-australias-ban-on-high-power-laser-pointers/ [https://perma.cclHD23-NUFW1.
186 Austraha: Laser Incidents Rose 2007-2012, Fell From 2013-2015, LASERPOINTERSAFETY.COM
(Mar. 1, 2016)[hereinafter Australa: Laser Incidents!
https://www.laserpointersafety.com/news/news/othernews files/2659c33c505a234af556fb281e6a6f96-485.php#on [https://perma.ccl495F-9G9T].
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prohibitions on the sale or possession of laser pointers,18 7 roughly
tracked Australia's numbers.x1s However, in the subsequent three
years, (2013-2015) reports of lasering in Australia did decline,
though the number of reported incidents in. 2015 was still nearly
four-times larger than the number of reported incidents in mid2008.189

The increase in lasering activity in Australia is not the only
problem. According to Trevor Wheatley, an electrical engineer and
professor at the University of New South Wales at the Australian
Defence Force Academy School of Engineering and Information
Technology, laser pointer suppliers "have learnt[sic} how to bypass
the prohibition [on laser pointers]."190 According to Wheatley,
manufacturers are mislabeling lasers.1 91 For example, lasers
advertised at 1 mW were found to substantially exceed 1 mW.
Laser pointers from international suppliers producing 5 mW lasers
were found to advertise the same lasers as 1 mW lasers in the
Australian market.1 92 In fact, in a study performed by Wheatley,
out of the forty laser pointers advertised as 1 mW, forty percent
were actually labeled as greater than or equal to 1 mW (a fact
learned upon receipt).193 Some of the lasers Wheatley received
were even labeled as greater than or equal to 5 mW laser pointers,
and one laser was labeled as greater than 10 mW.1 9 4 Even more
astounding, when tested, nearly all of the forty-one lasers exceeded
1 mW. Most lasers exceeded 15 mW and one even exceeded 100
mW.' 9 5 In all, Wheatley ordered forty-four lasers for his test and

only received forty-one due to confiscation at customs, meaning
that even though almost every laser contained a label stating that
it exceeded the 1 mW limit, Australian customs only intercepted
three of the lasers.19 6

Schumer Takes Aim at High-Powered LaserPointers, CBS N.Y. (March 15,
'8
2015, 1:54 PM), https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2015/03/15/schumer-takes-aim-at-high-powered-laser-pointers/ [https://perma.cc/9YHB-KV8P].
iss Austraia:LaserIncidents, supra note 186.
189Id.

10WHEATLEY, supra note 180.
191 Id.
192

Id.

193

Id.

Id.
Id.; accord. MIT TECHN. REV., supra note 185 (suggesting that one reporter's
interpretation of the data, all but two of the lasers exceeded the 1 mW threshold).
194

195

19 6

WHEATLEY, supra note 180.
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Australia's ban on laser pointers acts as a test case.19 7 The
sharp increase in reported lasering incidents after the prohibition
of laser pointers does not bolster confidence that the ban has been
successful. Of course, there may have been more reported incidents
in Australia had laser pointers not been banned, but since the
increase of reported incidents tracks closely with the increase in
reported incidents in the United States-where the possession of
laser pointers is not prohibited-this may not be the case. In
addition, the inability of Australian authorities to intercept laser
pointers that are clearly labeled to exceed the legal limit raises
more doubt about the viability of prohibiting laser pointers as a
solution to the lasering problem.19 8
ii New Zealand
The New Zealand laser-pointer ban is similar to Australia's.
The New Zealand law prohibits the possession of "high-powered
laser pointers" in "any public place, without reasonable excuse."1 99
The law fails to define a "reasonable excuse," and further, the New
Zealand Mlinistry of Transport advises that if someone found in
possession of a laser pointer does not provide an excuse the police
deem reasonable, "the police will be provided with a degree of
certainty that the person intended to misuse the device." 200 This
interpretation of the law affords the New Zealand government
great discretion in not only determining "reasonable excuses" but
also the intent of the individual in possession.
While the New Zealand law does leave some questions
unanswered, it provides a clear definition of "high-powered laser
pointer" quite similar to the Australian law. In New Zealand, a
high-powered laser pointer is "a device that, in the DirectorGeneral of Health's opinion, is of the kind commonly known as a
laser pointer," is battery operated, "designed or intended to be
operated while held in the hand," and, most importantly, produces
more than 1 mW of power. 201 Persons caught in New Zealand

197
9

1 8

I~d.
d

i9

Summary Offences Act 1981, s 13B(1) (N.Z.).

2

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT, SUMMARY OFFENCES (POSSESSION OF HAND-HELD

LASERS) AMENDMENT BILL 4 (2014) [hereinafter MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT] (stating that two
States in the United States do regulate the sale and possession of laser pointers) (N.Z.).
20 Summary Offences Act, s 13B(3) (NZ.).
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possessing a laser pointer-without a reasonable excuse-face
possible jail time up to three months, a maximum fine of $2,000,
and forfeiture of the laser pointer. 202
Despite New Zealand officials' wide latitude in dealing with
people possessing laser pointers and the fairly tough penalties
offenders are subject to, much like in Australia, the number of
reported lasering incidents continues to rise. 203 New Zealand saw
more lasering incidents in the first eleven months of 2017 than the
entirety of 2016, and 2016 yielded nearly thirty-three percent more
reported incidents than 2015-the first full calendar year after the
passage of the law. 2 0 4 This prompted the New Zealand Pilot's
Union to call for tougher penalties for laser attacks, equating laser
attacks to hijacking and bomb threats. 205 However, the postprohibition increase in lasering incidents in Australia and New
Zealand may indicate that tougher penalties are not the answer.
iii. United Kingdom
In evaluating solutions to its lasering problem, the United
Kingdom addressed the issue in a January 2018 "government
response" by discussing lasering in incidents in Australia and New
Zealand. 20 6 According to this report, lasering incidents in Australia
207
increased sharply after the country implemented its ban.
Further, in New Zealand, lasering incidents reached an all-time
high shortly after the its ban was implemented. The failure of the
Australian and New Zealand bans led the United Kingdom to call

Id. at 13B(1)-(2).
See Laser Strike Incidents on the Rise: qt Could Cause an Accident' RADIO NZ
(Dec. 28, 2017, 8:43 AM), https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/nationall347089/laser-strike-incidents-on-the-rise-it-could-cause-an-accident [https://perma.cc/ZLP4-CV451.
204 Id.;NewZealand:LaserPointer/AircraftIncidentsIncreaseAbout 11% in 2017,
202

203

LASERPOINTERSAFETY.COM

(Dec.

29,

2017),

https://www.la-

serpointersafety.com/news/news/other-news-filesleb43c58all990ea53d2c76035054bbl7558.php#on [https://perma.cc/A3VJ-DRPH ("If the trend continued through December
2017, it would mark an 11% increase in reported incidents from 2016.").
0 Press Release, "We've had Enough" NZ Pilots Call for the Complete Prohibition
on Possession of Laser Devices, New Zealand Air Line Pilots Association, (Apr. 18, 2018)
https://www.nzalpa.org.nzlMedia-Centre/News/Articleld/91/weve-had-enough-nz-pilots[https://perma.cclJRW5call-for-the-complete-prohibition-on-possession-of-laser-devices
E4VR] (stating that a laser attack is "one of the most terrifying things [pilots have] ever
gone through.").
DEP'T FOR Bus., ENERGY & INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY, CALL FOR EVIDENCE: LASER
2
POINTERS, GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 11 (2018) [hereinafter CALL FOR EVIDENCE].
207 Id.
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for no legislative ban on laser pointers-noting that in Australia,
the ban may have even had a detrimental effect because highpowered lasers were mislabeled as low-powered laser pointers. 208
The British government, however, does not wish to overlook
lasering because, as most countries are experiencing, it has become
a substantial issue in the United Kingdom. In 2016, there were 151
lasering incidents at Heathrow Airport in London alone. 209 In
2016, an international passenger flight departing from Heathrow
airport was struck by a laser at around 8,000 feet, causing one of
the pilots on board the plane to fall ill and requiring the plane to
turn back to Heathrow Airport. 2 10 Heathrow Airport is not the only
"hot-spot" for lasering activity in the United Kingdom thoughGlasgow Airport saw a near doubling of laser attacks in 2016.211
During 2016, the United Kingdom saw a total of 1,258 lasering
attacks. 212

The United Kingdom House of Lords recently passed a bill
making it a criminal offense to shine a laser pointer at a vehicleincluding an aircraft-making the legislation quite similar to the
United States' criminal prohibition, but this seems to be as far as
the United Kingdom is willing to go legally. 2 13 The country appears
to be focused on other options to deal with the lasering problem,
and while the effectiveness of those options is unknown, they do
not at first glance instill confidence.

Id
Patrick Grafton-Green, HeathrowAirport Tops Country for Incredibly Dangerous' Laser Attacks on Aircraft, EVENING STANDARD (Feb. 27, 2017, 4:32 PM),
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/heathrow-airport-tops-country-for-incrediblydangerous-laser-attacks-on-aircraft-a3477191.html [https://perma.cclGGM4-47S5].
210 Adam Aspinall, Pilots Callfor Laser Ban After Flight Forced to Turn Back to
London, MIRROR (Feb. 16, 2016, 11:13 AM), https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/pilotscall-laser-ban-after-7377077 [https://perma.cclEVS5-CFCTI.
211 Grafton-Green, supra note 209.
212 Id. (noting, however, total incidents of lasering in 2016 were down from 1,439
the year before).
213 Laser Misuse (Vehicles) Bill 2017, HL Bill [75], cl. 1(1), (6) (Gr. Brit.),
https://publications.parliament.uk/palbilsIlbil/2017-2019/0075/18075.pdf
[https://perma.cc/F7KB-MUP6]. See also UK New UK Law Provides StrongerPenalties,
Easier Prosecutionfor Aiming a Laser at a Vehicle, LASERPOINTERSAFETY.COM (Dec. 21,
2017),
http://www.laserpointersafety.com/news/news/othernewsfiles/bb745abl533d399cf2def8680c45498a-555.php#on
[https://perma.cc/83QL8SBE]; CALL FOR EVIDENCE supra note 206, at 11 (stating the Government Response
pointed out the ineffectiveness of other Nation's prohibitions on laser pointers and seemed
to conclude that a legislative prohibition was not the answer).
208

209
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The United Kingdom's 2018 government response outlines
a few strategies taken by its government to address the lasering
problem. 2 14 For example, the government began cracking down on
the import of certain types of laser pointers, though the paltry
£100,000 the government is willing to allocate to aid in this effort
must either be a typo or a serious miscalculation. 2 1 5 Another option
is to "encourage more effective voluntary labelling of laser
pointers." 216 The intentional mislabeling and false advertising of
laser pointers running rampant through Australia is an all-tooreal possibility for the United Kingdom as well. 2 17 Furthermore,
the government considered banning all advertising of laser
pointers, but realized that laser pointers are not advertised
domestically and online vendors fall out of the purview of United
Kingdom legislation. 2 18 Perhaps the United Kingdom's best plan of
attack is to pursue a public awareness campaign that alerts the
public to hazards associated with laser pointers. 219 However, the
ignorant, mischievous, and unreached masses wielding laser
pointers will still pose a risk to aviation.
From outright prohibition to public awareness campaigns,
government solutions to the lasering issue have either proven
ineffective or questionable. Due to the possible exclusion of
prohibition, 220 government responses such as the implementation
of a public awareness campaign, the FDA's reclassification of
"defective" laser pointers, and the criminalization of pointing a
laser at an aircraft will arguably have a positive effect. However,
a mere positive effect is insufficient when reports of lasering
incidents are skyrocketing across the globe. Perhaps the best
possible answer to the lasering problem lies in technological
advances working in unison with legislative action.
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See CALL FOR EVIDENCE supra note 206, at 9.
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B. The TechnologicalSolutions
There are two excellent technological solutions to lasering:
protective eyewear 22 1 and protective cockpit window lining or
film. 2 2 2 Anti-laser
eyewear provides pilots with adequate
protection from harmful laser strikes, but requires pilots to
remember to wear them during the critical stages of flight (takeoff and landing). Anti-laser film can be installed on cockpit
windows to shield pilots from harmful laser light and does not
require pilots to remember to take action to gain this protection.
While either option is superior to the absence of both, anti-laser
film is presumably the best option.
i. Protective eyewear
Iridian Spectral Technologies seized the opportunity to
develop protective eyewear when the company engineered
eyeglasses to reflect harmful laser pointer light, called
LaseRefectV. 223 A close run-in with a laser pointer is an intense
experience for the person wearing LaseReflect@ glasses, however,
the glasses will reduce the intensity of a laser beam. 2 2 4 Most
importantly, LaseReflecl@ glasses can reflect more that ninetynine percent of the more harmful green colored laser light. 2 2 5 In
addition to green laser light, LaseReflect®can filter out more than
ninety-nine percent of harmful violet, blue, red, and orange laser
light. 2 2 6 A new pair of LaseReflec@g glasses sells for $219.00, which
is a relatively low cost for the protection they provide and the
potential disasters they can prevent. 227
In 2016, the Pilot's Union recommended pilots use Iridian
LaseReflect® glasses to protect their eyesight from lasering

221
222

LaserReflection Glasses, supra note 11.
Novel Tecnology, supra note 11.
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id.

New Lower Price for .LaseRelecM, IRIDIAN, [hereinafter Lower Price for Laseieflect@]
https://www.iridian.ca/news/new-lower-price-for-lasereflect/
[https://perma.cc/E9CR-BKVM].
226 LaserReflection Glasses, supra note 11.
227 Lower Price for LaseReflect@, supranote 225.
225
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attacks. 228 The Pilot's Union is not the only organization interested
in anti-laser eyewear; the United States Air Force awarded a more
than $20 million contract to Teledyne Technologies, Inc. for the
purpose of developing, testing, and deploying more than 8,000
pairs of anti-laser glasses. 229 However, unlike the Iridian
LaseReflect@ glasses, which cost $219.00 a pair, the United States
Air Force paid $2,400 per pair of Teledyne glasses. 230
ii. Protectiveflm
Protective film is a solution that could solve the lasering
problem without requiring pilots to take any additional steps to
protect themselves because it is placed directly onto the plane.
BAE Systems has developed a "low cost, lightweight, flexible
system that can block dangerous laser light, protecting pilots and
flight crew from hostile attacks." 231 BAE Systems' protective film
filters out certain wavelengths of dangerous laser light without
compromising natural light's ability to illuminate the cockpit. Most
importantly, it does not affect a pilot's ability to see hazards
outside the aircraft. 232 BAE Systems is still in the testing phase,
but the results so far are promising. 233 The film is completely
"passive," meaning it requires no power and has no response time,
so it is "always 'on."' 2 34 In addition, the film is programmable and
upgradable, enabling the BAE Systems film to be used against
unforeseeable threats. 2 35

m See Protecting Yourself from Cockpit Laser Attacks, AIR LINE PILOTS ASS'N,
22
6
INT'L (Aug. 22, 2016), http://www.alpa.org/news-and-events/news-room/201 -08- -airsafety-forum-lasers [https://perma.cclUM4D-ZRNU.
2 Jim Moore, Laser Defense for Pilots, AIRCRAFT OWNERS & PILOT ASS'N (Nov.
12, 2014), https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/al-news/2014/november/12/laser-defensefor-pilots [https://perma.cc/SX8K-XSPE].
0
Id. (calculating 8,000 pairs of glasses divided by the twenty-one million dollars
2
paid for the glasses).
231 Novel Technology, supra note 11.
232 jd.
3
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BAE Systems is not the only player developing protective
film. 2 36 In 2014, a company called Metamaterial Technologies Inc.
(MTI) entered into an agreement with aeronautics company Airbus
to test its laser-reflective filter, metaAIRWm. 237 As of early 2017,
MTI and Airbus entered into another agreement to commercialize
and use metaAIRm. 2 3 8 This non-metallic filter is installed on the
inside of a window and protects against harmful light from lasers,
while also filtering out approximately ninety-nine percent of
harmful ultraviolet rays. 2 3 9 Much like BAE Systems' protective
film, metaAIRTm can be installed onto existing cockpit windows,
while still allowing natural light to penetrate the cockpit without
compromising the pilot's visibility of external hazards or
instrumental hazards within the cockpit. 24 0 Further, metaAIRw is
customizable and can be adjusted to block a myriad of laser colors,
including green, blue, and red. 2 4 1
Laser reflective technology could make laser issues in
aviation a thing of the past. Although many laser "incidents" have
been reported, there have been no accidents attributable to laser
use. Therefore, wide adoption of this technology may not be a
reality in the near future. 242 Airlines may determine that the extra
expense to outfit airplane cockpits with protective film or
protective glasses is not justified. Instead of waiting on insurance
companies to offer incentives to airlines to provide pilots with
protection from laser strikes, the FAA should step in and require
that all airplanes-or at least commercial airplanes-be outfitted

236 See generally, infranote 239 (discussing Metamaterial Technologies Inc.'s protective film, metaAIRT4).
237 Premium LaserProtection,METAMATERIAL TECHN. INC. http://www.metamate-

rial.com/lamda-guard/metaair/ [https://perma.cc/K8BC-88UA].
238 MetamaterialTechnologiesInc. Partnerswith Airbus to Co-Develop and Commercialize metaAR M a Laser Protection Solution, METAMATERIAL TECHN. INC. (Feb. 21,
2017),
http://www.metamaterial.com/news-and-events/press-releases/press-release/metamaterial-technologies-inc-partners-with-airbus-to-co-develop-and-commercialize-metaaira-laser-protection-solution/[https://perma.cc/3GLM-UPJ3].
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240 See id.
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with protective film. At a minimum, the FAA should require that
pilots wear protective eyewear in airplane cockpits.
CONCLUSION

Lasering is a problem, but the severity of the issue is
debatable. Regardless, the potential for catastrophe exists and if
one airplane crashes because a laser pointer incapacitates a pilot,
the debate will be over and the issue will gain the attention it
deserves.
Legal responses to lasering, such as criminalization, public
awareness campaigns, classifying certain colors of laser pointers
"defective," and outright prohibitions on laser pointer possession
likely will have some positive effect, 243 but regulation and
education are not enough. These responses are necessary to tell
socially
potential offenders that lasering is dangerous,
response
legal
the
While
intolerable.
and
unacceptable,
compliments changes within the aviation industry, more must be
done to end lasering. Companies are currently seeking solutions to
this problem through the use of new technology. Protective
eyewear and protective film are two viable solutions that would
seriously mitigate, if not eliminate, the lasering problem.
Of the two technological solutions, protective film is the
superior option because it does not require pilots to remember to
wear protective glasses during take-off and landing-the most
critical stages of a flight. But without prompting from the FAA, the
transition to fully protected cockpits will most certainly be a slow
one. Ideally, the FAA will require any aircraft registered in the
United States to be outfitted with protective, laser-proof film.
Lasering is a complex problem, but the solution does not have to
be.

243 While reports of lasering increased after the criminalization of lasering and
prohibitions on the possession of laser pointers, it is possible that the increase in activity is
simply a correlation rather than a response to legislation.

